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GIVEAWAY TIME



Chat in to WIN

How many sets of 
twins work at 
CoFi?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You may know or noticed from the website… We have two Vanisis and two Gallegos. Well, The ANSWER is 0 sets of twins. It was a bit of a trick question because although the Gallegos brother share the SAME birthdate, they are 2 years apart. As for the brother and sister combo of the Vanisis, they are actually a triplet – we just haven’t found a way to employ the other sister.   



Construction Finance 
is more than Rates and Fees



Who We Are ...

CoFi is the only construction loan marketplace 
offering the best rates and terms backed by 

technology focused on the speed of payment.

We are a place where lending is focused on 
the borrower.  

Our founders were builders and developers 
who set out to solve the disconnect between 

the bank and the jobsite.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CoFi’s background comes from builders and developers that gave up the jobsite in pursuit of a better way to cash flow their projects from the debt and financing they secured from their local lenders. Well, that set us on a path to solve the draw and work with lenders on their back-office processing so that builders and developers could have more access and insight into their loan. As we (CoFi) continued to develop the software and gained more lender users, we noticed more builders and more builders were contacting us to learn WHO or what other lenders were on the CoFi platform because as y’all know Construction as an industry has been extremely busy and competitive. Our CoFi builders wanted more loans to build more projects and try to put a dent in the estimated 5M unit shortage that faces America today. ��So, we shifted. We started to leverage our lender clients in a strategic “arrange marriage” of sorts that brought projects and lenders together. We doubled down into that effort and created a blend of eCommerce and a marketplace where builders can centralize their information and quickly find out the best possible lending solution to match their project. ��We finally focused the loan around a project and builder.��Most of our builders are local and regional builders, mostly constructing residential specs, doing more track and production builds but also doing commercial and mix-use projects and taking down land. 



Lay of the Land in 2022
Construction continues to be one of the biggest industries since the summer of 
2020, adding an estimated $20B in gross domestic product (GDP) every quarter.

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026

* Deloitte Source

Presenter
Presentation Notes
According to Deloitte’s recent publication titled 2022 ”Engineering and Construction Industry Outlook” ��“The 2020 recession was among the shortest ever, but its impact continues to be observed across the larger US economy and the engineering and construction (E&C) industry. In our 2021 outlook, we stated that the E&C industry’s strong order books and better control over its leverage and credit could lead to a quicker recovery.1 Indeed, the industry reached and surpassed pre-pandemic gross domestic product (GDP) levels by Q3 2020 and since then has been adding more than $20 billion to the economy every quarter. Total construction spending continues to remain strong, reaching record-high levels in July 2021.” -�- 2021 revenue for the industry landed around 6.9% and will likely accelerate further in 2022. Despite a positive outlook, the industry faces considerable hurdles, some new, but many familiar. 



6 in 10 Firms

Experience project delays due to workforce shortages

Lay of the Land in 2022

* Deloitte Source

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- 6 in 10 firms surveyed are experiencing project delays due to workforce shortages.- The rising cost of materials and equipment and supply chain disruptions are other factors that continue to impair the industry’s margins, while pervasive talent shortages are among those topics quickly rising on the boardroom agenda. The impact of not filling job openings can negatively affect E&C firms in more ways than one, including project delays and cancellations, projects being scaled back, inability to respond to market needs, �losing project bids, and failing to innovate, among others. Outside these, absorbing next-generation digital technologies, integrating data and analytics into workstreams, and implementing end-to-end connected construction capabilities are top of mind for executives.��“The residential segment is expected to stay strong and exhibit similar activity as it did in 2021. The industry has increased its investments in digital, including through mergers and acquisitions, as it prepares to shift toward connected construction capabilities. These technologies can help E&C firms support initiatives such as smart cities, urban air mobility, and climate change programs and help enhance internal operational efficiencies, reduce costs, and improve margins. 2022 is likely to be an exciting year for the industry. “��- But being a little more local to our builders - most of the GCs I speak with daily only care about 2 things...Finding dirt and finding a way to pay for it. :) 



Learning Objectives

63

Understand how your build time will impact 
your financial exposure when borrowing.

Predict the effect that the draw process 
(speed of payments) can have on project 

timelines and financial outcomes.

Discover how leveraging technology can 
facilitate operational efficiencies.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that we understand where we are as an industry, lets talk more about the presentation from here. I hope that over the course of a few more minutes, you will understand the following. ��That as we all navigate the talent and trade labor shortages or supply chain disruptions you will better understand how your build times will impact your costs of financing when borrowing money. Not to turn anyone away from borrowing or leveraging their cash across multiple projects because why not build when the market needs you to.  ��We will then dive into the draw process and the speed of that delivery which might help speed things back up or mitigate some risk of your project. ��Lastly, by utilizing or optimizing technology – you too might find ways to reduce costs and improve margins. 



Poll

With the 
disruptions to the 
construction 
industry, what does 
your build timeline 
look like now?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before more slides, let’s wake y’all back up with a quick poll. I like asking this question to my builders regularly and it really depends on the area or market that people are building in. So, take a quick minute and answer the question that popped up on your screen. �“With the disruptions to the industry, what does your build timeline look like now?”No change / on timeIncrease 1-2 monthIncreased 2-4 months Increased 5+ Here are the results. “it looks like…”



A survey of our builders and 
borrowers, build timelines grew 2-3 
months for the standard 2,000 
square foot spec-home. 

Let’s Talk Build Times 

Labor Shortages

Supply Disruptions

Material Costs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, let’s talk about build times.��In addition to what you know and have experienced with labor, sub contractors, disruptions to windows, lumber, concrete, joists, and costs – things that also impacted and not listed are your cities and counties. Many cities and counties are not prepared for the influx and impact of new sub-divisions. Permits and project reviews are taking longer than ever and when we talk about a talent pool on the jobsite, many cities in civil engineering and other departments are short handed. Permit approvals are slow in many parts of the country. 



Today’s Typical Rates

PRIME+ Institutional Money (Bank)

5-8% Specialized Lender

7-12% Private Money Lender

12-20% Hard Money Lender

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ok – we get it. Things slowed but we still need to build so now what. ��Here are the typical rates out there. We have classified them in the following buckets. ��- The typical construction loan term is 12 months.�- Rates vary depending on the lender and project details.



Numbers

If you borrow $2,000,000.00 at 2pts & 8%. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
- If you borrow $2,000,000.00 at 2 pts & 8% at 100% utilization (which is uncommon) so feel free to adjust with 65-75% utilization. Which saves about $10-20k/mo throughout the project. – But you all know the faster you build, the less interest you pay on the term. Construction and lending is still a game of speed to keep your exposure as small as possible. 6 mo = $120,000.00 – With utilization 75% - $100,0008 mo = $146,666.00 - 10 mo = $173,333.0012 mo = $200,000.00Add extension a fee of .5 - 1.5% for anything longer on outstanding balance- This is a very simple calculation that didn’t consider the other fees your might see in lending, like Inspection, admin, processing, legal, and title/escrow. �- I would suggest that any borrower should dive into those fees and understand them. ��“Contractors should be proactive in managing processes and �operations that contribute to margins and profitability, adding �efficiencies and optimization where possible. The integration �of digital technologies into the supply chain could help. These �advanced networks, now ubiquitously known as digital supply �networks (DSNs), can help contractors gain better visibility into the �availability and movement of materials…Smart project �management can also help bring suppliers, vendor and contract �management, and materials management onto a single platform. �E&C firms should make these investments not just in isolated �projects, but also across the enterprise level to bring all areas of �sourcing online. �In a recent Deloitte survey, 61% of E&C respondents indicated �strategic sourcing and category management as an area they �are likely to invest in during 2022. Another strategy is to develop �prefabrication and modular construction capabilities, helping firms �save costs and reduce sourcing complexity. The industry can also �come together to form a supplier collaboration network to help �bring in new sourcing strategies and reduce the current material �supply volatilities. Overall, supply chain disruptions and volatility �are expected to be among the biggest challenges in 2022, and the �firms that can navigate through them will likely emerge as winners.”



Payment Stories

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that we are done with the math portion of my presentation. I wanted to quickly jump into thoughts around the Draw and the best way to illustrate the need for payments to the jobsite is by sharing some stories that I am sure some of you have lived through yourself. ��We hear and at times blog about the “memoirs of a builder”. ��How many times have you rushed to the bank for a check or an expedited “draw” to satisfy the need of your framer, painter, or electrician? How far has some of your trades driven to collect a payment only to not have the checks or disbursement from your loan? ��We have first-hand accounts of seeing a framer chain up his truck to the studs of a home, threating to pull it down if he isn’t paid by the end of the day. Or the trade that can’t come back next week if he can't pay his guys today. ��Why is it that construction seems to be the only industry paid so far in the rears that CASH FLOW for work done isn’t paid for weeks or even months. Its nearly impossible to predict which often leaves GCs paying and floating payments from their personal accounts and waiting for a draw to reimburse him. ��But let's not forget that in these stories, there are heroes. Think about a time where you were able to cut the check to the right partner on the jobsite on time. We’ve seen tears, we’ve seen gratitude, and we’ve seen guys thrilled to make payroll for their team at the end of the week. ��Take another minute with me by engaging with the next survey. �



Poll

How often are you 
processing your 
draws? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WeeklyBi-monthlyMonthlyI have flexibility It’s inconsistent 



The Draw
We get it. The draw is a love/hate relationship with construction. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The draw is a mechanism to de-risk and assure the asset of a project is going up as funds get released. Each institution or loan provides disbursements in different ways and no two lenders seem to do it the same way. Remember – we started out trying to create process and efficiencies for lenders, but it evolved into a builder's tool. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a graphic depicting the typical monthly payment/monthly draw. Each GC and project interacts with 10-15 subs and suppliers throughout a 30-day period. I asked you about the Draw because Did you know the average payment process across the construction industry is 74 days? �That 2-3 months makes a big difference in your financing costs, not to mention the liability and financial burden it can place on you (the builder) if you are personally floating invoices.- When was the last time a project went as planned? Construction feels at times like it’s a living organism – which also means unpredictable. We all do our best but sometimes things happen. �- Draws typically take time, manual inspections, and manual paperwork that needs to be triple-checked before checks can be cut. 



How to Compete and
Win in 2022

Successfully navigate supply 
chain, and trade disruptions and 

pricing volatility.

Increased payment speeds 
lead too:

Greater 
Subcontractor 

Loyalty

Potential Supplier 
Discounts –

average 5-8%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By managing your payment strategy and the use of more flexible payments we’ve seen great loyalty and discount. �- Overall, supply chain disruptions and volatility are expected to be among the biggest challenges in 2022, and the firms that can navigate through them will likely emerge as winners.�- If you can keep the attention of you subs, trades and suppliers...you continue to build. ��-The average builder/borrow with CoFi is paying twice a month with many opting for and competing in the local market with weekly payments. ��- Smart project management can also help bring suppliers, vendor and contract management, and materials management onto a single platform. 



Poll

How or in what ways 
are you using 
technology in your 
business today?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scheduling SoftwareBack-office / Accounting SoftwareProject Management SoftwareAt the jobsite



Things to consider in 
Financial Technology

 When was the last time you looked at your 
financial reporting and process? 

 How are you managing invoices, liens, A/R and 
A/P, inspections, and project progress? 

 What connectivity does your loan have with your 
internal processes? 

 How often can you have access or even insight 
into your debt/loans?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I know we just did our last pole. But I want you to consider a few more things. ��Allow me to read off the slide. ��These questions are just a few that should be reviewed and challenged on a semi-regular basis because the impact of the answers have the potential to determine your success and long-term goals. ��We talked about the average payment of 74 days is too far in the rear 



Technology

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The industry landscape is rapidly evolving as engineering firms, �contractors, and participants across the value chain realize the �benefits of, and increasingly deploy, connected construction �technologies. These technologies can help bring assets, people, �processes, and job sites onto one platform, making everyone �and everything work smarter, reduce downtime, optimize asset �utilization and efficiency and gain greater visibility into operations.��- This should include the connectivity of your financials and accounting systems.��CoFi operates in both the “FinTech” and ConTech Spaces. Our goal is to further deepen the relationship of tech and impact it has on people. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We here at CoFi are excited about 2022. ��That excitement is tempered by the reality the ever-changing landscape of supply and demand, the raising rates of long-term mortgages, the cost of gas and all of the other potential alterations of our market. ��As you better understand financing or navigate the cash flow to jobsite or look to new technologies – you are poised for another rewarding year. It will have its challenges and those that navigate it the best will capture and maintain growth. 



Andrew Poulsen

THANK YOU.

385.421.7722

apoulsen@cofisoftware.com



Andrew Poulsen

Andrew Poulsen is the VP of Sales for CoFi, the only marketplace for construction 
finance. Andrew graduated with a Bachelors in International Business Management from 
Utah Valley University and has been working in FinTech and ConTech for almost a decade. 
Having spent the last 7 years working strategically with banks and credit unions to improve 
their portfolios, his extensive background with finance, institutional operations and risk 
analysis has positioned him to be a key component to help guide builders in the financing 
process. As the father of two kids and the husband to a spectacular wife, he enjoys 
spending his free time with family in the mountains or on the lake.
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